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Abstract. Recent advances in e-learning techonologies and web services make
realistic the idea that courseware for personalized e-learning can be built by dynamic composition of distributed learning objects, available as web-services. To
be assembled in au automated way, learning objects metadata have to be exploited, associating unambiguous, semantically rich, descriptions, to be used for
such an automated composition. To this aim, we present a framework and algorithms for semantic-based learning objects composition, fully compliant with
Semantic Web technologies. In particular our metadata refer to ontologies built on
a subset of OWL-DL, and we show how novel inference services in Description
Logics can be used to compose dynamically, in an approximated –but computationally tractable– way learning resources, given a requested courseware description.

1 Introduction
Since the beginnings, the World Wide Web has played a key role in changing the way
learning and teaching were delivered. The term e-learning has become common, describing several concepts, from complete web-based courses to distance learning and
tutoring.
Recently, also thanks to various standardization efforts [2], emphasis has been placed
on the concept of learning object i.e., small and easily reusable educational resources to
be composed to allow personalized instruction and courseware creation [21, 9, 4, 30].
Obviously, discovering and composing –according e.g., to prerequisite material–
such learning objects in an automated way requires the association of unambiguous,
semantically rich, metadata, defined in accordance with shared ontologies. The LOM
(Learning Object Metadata) [1] standard, though limited in the basic annotation items,
allows to freely define annotated metadata describing a learning resource.
The semantic-based annotation of educational resources is hence fully in the stream
of the Semantic Web initiative [29], and it can share with it both techniques and approaches [26, 8, 17]. In particular, as more and more learning objects become available
on the Web as services with well-defined machine interpretable interfaces as e.g., in
OWL-S [28, 22], personalized learning units can be built by scratch, by retrieving learning resources, which are in this scenario semantic-enabled web services themselves [25,

19, 15]. Automated composition of learning resources, exposed as web services for example, can then match a personalized learning need.
In this paper we propose a framework and an approach where, given a specification
of courseware described using a subset of OWL-DL [24], we are able to discover and
compose, in a semantic-based way, learning resources covering as much as as possible the learning need, and orchestrating resources according to specified prerequisites.
Furthermore, thanks to recently introduced inference services, when available resources
are unable to fulfill the needs, our approach provides an explanation of what is missing to fully cover the request. We show how this is obtained by presenting a greedy
algorithm for Concept Covering in a subset of OWL-DL and exploit it for semantic service discovery. Our framework, also allows to carry out the assembly and integration of
learning objects. The greedy algorithm takes into account approximate solutions and is
computed in polynomial time.
The remaining of the paper is structured as follows: next section describes basics
of Description Logics and the subset of OWL-DL we concentrate on; then we present
our extension of Concept Covering [18] definition and a greedy algorithm, which uses
Concept Abduction [13], to determine a Concept Cover. In Section 3 we exploit the
previously defined Concept Covering algorithm in a general framework to carry out a
semantic learning objects assembly and orchestration. The approach and behavior of
the related algorithms are thoroughly explained with the aid of an example in Section
5. Last Section draws the conclusions and outlines future research directions.

2 Basic of Description Logics
We start with a brief guided tour of Description Logics (DLs)and their interaction with
novel languages for the Semantic Web. DLs[5] are a family of logic formalisms whose
basic syntax elements are concept names, e.g., WebService, ProceduralLanguage,
Java, and role names, such as allowedTechnologies, hasProgrammingLanguages.
Intuitively, concepts stand for sets of objects, and roles link objects in different concepts.
Formally, concepts are interpreted as subsets of a domain of interpretation ∆, and roles
as binary relations (subsets of ∆ × ∆). Basic elements can be combined using constructors to form concept and role expressions, and each DL has its distinguished set of
constructors. Every DL allows one to form a conjunction of concepts, usually denoted as
u; some DL include also disjunction t and complement ¬ to close concept expressions
under boolean operations. Roles can be combined with concepts using existential role
quantification, e.g., WYSIWYGtool u ∃allowedTechnologies.WebService,
which describes a WYSIWYG tool allowing Web services development, and universal
role quantification, e.g., IDE u ∀hasProgrammingLanguage.Java, which describes a tool to handle only java code. Other constructs may involve counting, as number restrictions: Toolu(≤ 2 hasProgrammingLanguage)u∀hasProgrammingLanguage.OOL
expresses a tool allowing at most two different kinds of object oriented languages. Many
other constructs can be defined, increasing the expressive power of the DL, up to nary relations [10]. Concept expressions can be used in inclusion assertions, and definitions, which impose restrictions on possible interpretations according to the knowledge
elicited for a given domain. For example, we could impose that a IDE is a WYSIWYG

tool using the following inclusion: IDE v ∃develToolu∀develTool.WYSIWYGtool.
Definitions are useful to give a meaningful name to particular combinations, as in
OOP ≡ ∀programming.∀language.OOL. Historically, sets of such inclusions are
called TBox (Terminological Box) and they practically correspond to ontologies. The
basic reasoning problems for concepts in a DL are satisfiability, which accounts for
the internal coherency of the description of a concept (no contradictory properties are
present), and subsumption, which accounts for the more general/more specific relation
among concepts, that forms the basis of a taxonomy. More formally, a concept C is
satisfiable if there exists an interpretation in which C is mapped into a nonempty set
unsatisfiable otherwise. If a TBox T is present, satisfiability is relative to the models
of T , that is, the interpretation assigning C to a nonempty set must be a model of the
inclusions in T . A concept C subsumes a concept D if every interpretation assigns to
C a subset of the set assigned to D. Also subsumption is usually established relative to
a TBox, a relation that we denote T |= C v D. Also a TBox can be said satisfiable
if there exist at least one model (i.e., an interpretation fulfilling all its inclusions in a
nontrivial way).
It is easy to see that T in DLs represents what is called ontology in a knowledge representation system. In the rest of the paper we refer to the ALN (Attributive Language
with unqualified Number restrictions) DL, a subset of OWL-DL. Constructs allowed in
an ALN DL are:
> universal concept. All the objects in the domain.
⊥ bottom concept. The empty set.
A atomic concepts. All the objects belonging to the set represented by A.
¬A atomic negation. All the objects not belonging to the set represented by A.
C u D intersection. The objects belonging both to C and D.
∀R.C universal restriction. All the objects participating to the R relation whose
range are all the objects belonging to C.
– ∃R unqualified existential restriction. There exists at least one object participating
in the relation R.
– (≥ n R)|(≤ n R)|(= n R). Respectively the minimum, the maximum and the
exact number of objects participating in the relation R.
–
–
–
–
–
–

We use a simple−T Box in order to express the relations among objects in the domain.
With a simple − T Box in all the axioms (for both inclusion and definition) the left side
is represented by a concept name.
Ontologies using the above logic can be easily modeled using languages for the
Semantic Web [12, 23, 24]. These languages have been conceived to allow for representation of machine understandable, unambiguous, description of web content through the
creation of domain ontologies, and aim at increasing openness and interoperability in
the web environment. The strong relations between Description Logics and the above
introduced languages for the Semantic Web [7] is also evident in the definition of the
three OWL sub-languages. OWL-Lite allows class hierarchy and simple constraints on
relation between classes; OWL-DL is based on Description Logics theoretical studies,
it allows a great expressiveness keeping computational completeness and decidability;
OWL-Full: using such a language, there is a huge syntactic flexibility and expressiveness. This freedom is paid in terms of no computational guarantee.

OWL syntax
DL syntax
< owl : T hing/ >
>
< owl : N othing/ >
⊥
< owl : Classrdf : ID = ”C”/ >
C
< owl : ObjectP ropertyrdf : ID = ”R”/ >
R
< rdf s : subClassOf / >
v
< owl : equivalentClass/ >
≡
< owl : disjointW ith/ >
¬
< owl : intersectionOf / >
u
< owl : allV aluesF rom/ >
∀
< owl : someV aluesF rom/ >
∃
< owl : maxCardinality/ >
≤
< owl : minCardinality/ >
≥
< owl : cardinality/ >
=
Table 1. Correspondence between OWL-DL and ALN DL syntax

The subset of OWL-DL Tags allowing to express an ALN DL is presented in Table
1. In the rest of the paper we will use DL syntax instead of OWL-DL syntax, to make
expressions much more compact.

3 Concept Covering in DLs
Standard inference services in DLs include subsumption and satisfiability. These are
enough when a yes/no answer is needed. However there are scenarios that require explanation. In [13] the Concept Abduction Problem (CAP) was introduced and defined as
a non standard inference problem for DLs to provide an explanation when subsumption
does not hold.
Definition 1. Let C, D, be two concepts in a Description Logic L, and T be a set
of axioms, where both C and D are satisfiable in T . A Concept Abduction Problem
(CAP), denoted as hL, C, D, T i, is finding a concept H such that T 6|= C u H ≡ ⊥,
and T |= C u H v D.
We use P as a symbol for a CAP, and we denote with SOL(P) the set of all solutions
to a CAP P.
In [13] also minimality criteria for H and a polynomial algorithm to find solutions
which are irreducible, for an ALN DL, have been proposed.
Given a CAP, if H is a conjunction of concepts and no sub-conjunction of concepts
in H is a solution to the CAP, then H is an irreducible solution. The rankPotential
algorithm [14] allows to numerically compute the *length* of H.
The solution to a CAP can be interpreted as what has to be hypothesized in C, and
in a second step added to, in order to make C more specific than D? In other words
H is what is expressed, explicitly or implicitly, in D and is not present in C, or again
which part of D is not covered by C. On the basis of the latter remark in the following
we will see how to use concept abduction to perform a ”concept covering”.

In [18] the best covering problem in DLs was introduced as ”...a new instance of the
problem of rewriting concepts using terminologies”.
That is, given a concept C and a set of concept definitions in a terminology T , find
concepts defined in T such that their conjunction can be an approximation of C.
In order to define a concept covering two non standard inference services were there
used: the least common subsumer (lcs)[6] and the difference or subtraction operation
[27]. Unfortunately, as the authors admitted, the difference operator makes sense only
for a small set of DLs, and surely not for the ALN (we do not delve into details, for a
complete description see [27]).
In a more formal way the authors of [18] defined cover as follows.
Definition 2. Let L be a Description Logic with structural subsumption, T be a terminology using operator allowed by L, R be the set of concept definitions in T , R =
{Si , i ∈ [1..n]}, and D be a concept in L such that T 6|= D ≡ ⊥. A cover of a D using
T is finding a set Rc ⊆ R such that uSi ), conjunction of all the Si ∈ Rc is such that
D − lcsT (D, uSi ) 6≡ D.
That is, a cover is finding a set of concepts defined in T such that they contain the
information in D. Notice that a DL with structural subsumption is needed in order to
use concept difference. In [18] also an hypergraphs based methodology is presented to
compute best covers.
We extended the previous definition, in terms of a Concept Covering Problem, both
eliminating limitations on L to be used and rewriting it in terms of Concept Abduction.
Definition 3. Let D be a concept, R = {S1 , S2 , ..., Sk } be a set of concepts in a Description Logic L, and T be a set of axioms, where D and Si , i = 1..k are satisfiable
in T .
1. A Concept Covering Problem (CCoP), denoted as hL, R, D, T i, is finding, if it
exists, a set Rc ⊆ R, such that both for each Sj ∈ Rc , T 6|= uSj ≡ ⊥, and
H ∈ SOL(hL, uSj , D, T i) is such that H 6v D.
2. We call hRc , Hi a solution for the CCoP hL, R, D, T i.
In the above definition the elements for the solution hRc , Hi of a CCoP represent respectively:
– Rc . Which concepts in R represent the cover for D w.r.t. T .
– H. What is still in D and is not covered by concepts in R.
We say that Rc covers D and we use the symbol V for CCoP and SOLCCoP (V) for
the set of all the solution to a CCoP V. Actually, there are several solution for a single
CCoP, depending also on the strategy adopted for searching concepts belonging to Rc .
Based on the definition of Concept Covering Problem we now define the best cover and
the exact cover.
Definition 4. Given V, a best cover for V, w.r.t. an order ≺ for L, is a solution hRc , Hb i ∈
SOLCCoP (V) such that there is no other hR0c , H 0 i ∈ SOLCCoP (V) with H 0 ≺ Hb .
There is no solution hR0c , H 0 i for V such that H 0 , the remaining part of D yet to be
covered, is *smaller* than Hb .

Definition 5. Given V, a full cover for V is a solution ∈ SOLCCoP (V) such that
He ≡ >.
Having a set R of concepts Si , i = 1..k, we want to find a subset Rc of R, if it exists,
such that the conjunction of all the concepts in Rc is more specific than, i.e., it is subsumed by, D. In other words, we are looking for a set of concepts that completely cover
D.
3.1 An Algorithm to Solve a CCoP
It is well known that the general set-covering problem is NP-Hard. Here we adapt a
tractable greedy set-covering algorithm [11] to compute a CCoP.
Algorithm GREEDY solveCCoP (R, D, T )
input concepts D, Si ∈ R, i = 1..k, where D and
Si are satisfiable in T
output hRc , Hi
begin algorithm
Rc = ∅;
Duncovered = D;
Hmin = D;
do
Smin = >;
/* [♣] Perform a greedy search among Si ∈ R */
for each Si ∈ R
if Rc ∪ {Si } is a cover for Duncovered then
H = solveCAP (hL, Si , Duncovered , T i);
/* [♦] Choose Si based on an order */
if H ≺ Hmin then
Smin = Si ;
Hmin = H;
end if
end if
end for each
/* [♠] If a new Si is found then add Si to Rc
and remove it from R */
if Smin 6≡ > then
R = R\{Si };
Rc = Rc ∪ {Si };
Duncovered = Hmin ;
end if
/* [♥] Continue searching until no Si is found */
while(Smin 6≡ >);
return hRc , Duncovered i;
end algorithm

The algorithm tries to cover D *as much as possible*, using the concepts Si ∈ R.
♥ If it is not found any new useful Si ∈ R, that is any Si such that it covers D more,
then the algorithm terminates.
♣ A greedy approach is used to choose the *candidates* for Rc .
♦ Choose among the candidates the one such that H, solution for the local CAP, is
minimal w.r.t. an order ≺.
♠ If the greedy search returns a new Si , it is removed from R and added to Rc .
In [11] it is proved that, for a set covering problem, the solution grows logarithmically in the size of the set to be covered with respect to the minimal one. Hence the
complexity source is in the solution of the CAPs and the comparison in [♦]. For the
ALN DL, in [13] a polynomial algorithm (findIrred) is proposed to find irreducible

solutions for a CAP, and in [14] the tractable rankPotential is presented to rank concepts. Using such algorithms it can be easily proved that also GREEDYsolveCCoP can
be solved in polynomial time. Obviously we are not claiming that we solve a covering
problem polynomially. The algorithm returns *a cover*, not the best one.

4 Semantic enabled Learning Object Composition
In the following we present how to exploit the DL standard and non-standard inference
services in order to perform an automated composition of Learning Objects to assemble
personalized learning objectives. Here we do not refer to a specific model specification but we propose a general framework based on OWL technologies for composition
which can be easily integrated in the existing ones, such as SCORM [3], LOM [1], IMS
[20], Dublin Core [16], metadata specification.
Hereafter we will refer only to a specific portion of the Learning Object (λ) model,
but the approach can be easily extended taking into account all the information in the
model.
In our view, the discovery of Learning Objects to be composed is a sub-problem
of the more generic resource retrieval one. In this perspective, if there is a *learning
request* and a repository of learning objects potentially satisfying the learner specifications, a solution to a λ-retrieval problem is:
retrieve (a sequence of) some λs from the repository such that their composition
satisfies the request as much as possible.
Notice that we are not necessarily interested in a full satisfaction of the user request;
we want to satisfy it as much as possible.
If the system is not able to extract a set of objects form the repository such that they
completely fulfill the search goal, an approximate solution has to be taken into account,
possibly explaining the approximation.
To introduce and motivate the approach, we start with a model where both the learning request, denoted as ρ, and the λ information needed for discovery are represented
by an OWL DL annotation. Then we will enrich the model adding features to compose
the discovered λs.
In the initial model we define both ρ and the description of each learning object λD
simply as DL concept descriptions w.r.t. an ontology T . We assume the existence of a
λs repository, where the all the information related to each λ is stored with respect to a
generic learning object model.
Given a λ request ρ modeled w.r.t. an ontology T the steps needed in order to obtain
a set of λs satisfying ρ as much as possible are hence the following:
1. query the repository in order to obtain all the λ descriptions, λD , referring to the
same T . That is, they could perform the task required by the user.
2. create the set R collecting all the retrieved λD .
3. compute the solution hRc , Hi for the CCoP hL, R, ρ, T i using the algorithm
GREEDY solveCCoP (R, ρ, T ).

4. referring to hRc , Hi computed in the previous step, return to the user both Rc =
{λi }, representing the set of learning objects in the repository satisfying ρ, and H
as an explanation of what is not specified in any λi ∈ Rc .
Rc and H represent respectively the set of λrepresenting an approximate solution to
the retrieval problem and the explanation on why the solution is not an exact one.
Using the above approach a discovery process is performed for the λs in the repository, which can be composed in order to satisfy ρ as far as possible. Obviously, the
discovery of all the services in the repository is a trivial solution to the problem, of no
interest.
The composition of the discovered λi ∈ Rc requires further information to be taken
into account. Some λ require background knowledge from the learner. If the user does
not hold specific knowledge, then she/he is not able to benefit from the use of λ. The
learner can get such information using the previous λ in a composition flow.
In order to benefit from the use of a λ, the user knowledge must satisfy the background knowledge required from λ.
4.1 Background Knowledge for automated lesson composition
In order to deal with the execution information, we extend the previous model and define:
Learning Request: ρ = hρD , ρBK i, where ρD is the description the requested lesson and ρBK represents the background knowledge owned by the requester before looking for the courseware.
Learning Object3 : λ = hλD , λBK i. λD describes the knowledge the user will get
after she/he uses λ. Using a language endowed with a well-defined syntax and semantics, it models the offered knowledge. λBK is a representation of prerequisites in order
to benefit from λ.
ρD , ρBK , λD and λBK are modeled using OWL DL statements referring to an OWL
DL task ontology. Notice that ρBK = > or ρBK = > means respectively that the
user has not any knowledge related to the field she/he wants to learn on and that no
background knowledge is needed in order to benefit from the learning object.
For the sake of clarity, from now on we will model OWL DL expressions using their
equivalent DL formulation.
A simple covering solution, as the one proposed above, cannot deal with the ρBK ,
λBK specifications of the background knowledge respectively owned by the user and
required to benefit from λ. To compose Learning Objects dealing with their required
background knowledge, we introduce a definition of composite courseware.
A courseware flow with respect to some initial background knowledge ρBK , denoted as
Λ(ρBK ), is a finite sequence of learning objects (λ1 , λ2 , ..., λi , ..., λn ), where for each
learning object λi belonging to to the courseware, all the following conditions hold:
3

Without loss of generality here we consider only the information needed for a semantic discovery and composition.

1. the background knowledge owned by the learner before benefiting from the lesson,
ρBK , is at least λ1BK , that is the background knowledge required by λ1 , the first
Learning Object of the sequence. In order to learn from a sequence of learning
objects (LOs), the user must have at least the knowledge required to learn from the
starting LOs.
2. after using λi−1 , the user has a background knowledge which is at least λiBK , i.e.,
the one required by the i-th Learning Object. While benefiting of the composite
LOs, the user acquires new knowledge which becomes part of her/his background.
Such *updated* background knowledge must satisfy the λi requirements.
Now the question is: ”What is the background knowledge of the user after she/he benefits form the (i-1)-th learning object”?
The background knowledge of the learner before the use of λi is the conjunction of
all the knowledge provided by λjD , with j < i, and the initial background knowledge
ρBK .
Indicating with BKi the background knowledge before using λi , using the DL syntax, the following relation ensues:
BKi = ρBK u λ1D u λ2D u ... u λi−1
D
We can now define formally a courseware flow.
Definition 6. A courseware flow with respect to some initial background knowledge
ρBK is a finite sequence of learning objects Λ(ρBK ) = (λ1 , λ2 , ..., λi , ..., λn ) with
i = 1..n, where for each λi ∈ Λ(ρBK ) all the following conditions hold:
1. ρBK v λ1BK .
2. BKi v λiBK .
– We indicate with DΛ , the set of learning objects descriptions in Λ(ρBK ). DΛ =
{λiD |λi ∈ Λ(ρBK )}.
Based on the previous definition of courseware flow, here it possible to define a
composite courseware with respect to a request ρ.
Definition 7. Let R = {hλiD , λiBK i}, with i=1..k, be a set of learning objects λi , and
hρD , ρBK i be a request for a courseware, such that λiD , λiBK , ρD and ρBK are modeled
as concept descriptions in a DL w.r.t. an ontology T .
A composite courseware for ρ = hρD , ρBK i with respect to R, denoted Λ(ρ, R),
is a courseware flow such that for each λj in the courseware flow, DΛ = {λjD |λj ∈
Λ(ρ, R)}, covers ρD .
Within a resource retrieval scenario, a composite courseware is a sequence of learning objects such that both it can be started using some background knowledge the requester owns (ρBK ) and the provided composite courseware covers the user request
description (ρD ).

4.2 Automated Composite Courseware Generation
We adapt now the previously introduced GREEDYsolveCCoP to cope with background
knowledge and present an algorithm to automatically compute a composite courseware.
For such purpose we need to define an usable learning object and an usable set.
Definition 8. Given a courseware flow Λ(ρBK ) = (λ1 , λ2 , ..., λn ), we say that a learning object is a usable learning object λu for Λ(ρBK ) if and only if
1. λu 6∈ Λ(ρBK ).
2. Λ(ρBK ) = (λ1 , λ2 , ..., λn , λu ) is a courseware flow.
A usable learning object λu for Λ(ρBK ) is a learning object which can be used after
the user benefits from Λ(ρBK ), i.e., its required background knowledge is provided by
Λ(ρBK ).
Actually, given a courseware flow, several usable learning objects exist.
Definition 9. Given a courseware flow Λ(ρBK ) and a set of learning objects R = {λi }
we call usable set for Λ(ρBK ), the set of all the λi ∈ R such that λi is a usable learning
object for Λ(ρBK )}. UΛ(ρBK ) = {λiu |λiu is a usable learning object for Λ(ρBK )}
The usable set is hence the set of all the learning objects that can be used after the user
benefits from a courseware flow.
Algorithm teacher(R, hρD , ρBK i, T )
input a set of learning objects R = {λi = hλiD , λiBK i}, a
request ρ = hρD , ρBK i, where λiD , λiBK , ρD and ρBK are satisfiable in T
output hΛ, Hi
begin algorithm
Λ(ρ, R) = ∅;
ρDuncovered = ρD ;
Hmin = ρD ;
do
compute UΛ(ρ,R) ;
λDmin = >;
for each λi ∈ UΛ(ρ,R)
if DΛ(ρ,R) ∪ {λiD } covers ρDuncovered then
H = solveCAP (hL, ρiD , ρDuncovered , T i);
if H ≺ Hmin then
λDmin = λiD ;
Hmin = H;
end if
end if
end for each
if λDmin 6≡ > then
R = R\{λi };
Λ(ρ, R) = (Λ(ρ, R), λi );
ρDuncovered = Hmin ;
end if
while(ρDmin 6≡ >);
return hΛ(ρ, R), ρDuncovered i;
end algorithm

The algorithm returns the composite courseware Λ(ρ, R) and the uncovered part, ρDuncovered ,
of the request description ρD . The main difference between GREEDY solveCCoP
and teacher is that the learning objects to be added to the lesson flow are searched for
only within the current usable learning objects.

5 Example
In this section we show, with the aid of an example, the behavior of teacher with respect
to a scenario related to Computer Science teaching. In the example we will refer to the
toy ontology in Figure 1 in order to model ρD , ρBK , λD and λBK . We refers to a
WYSIWYGtool v Tool
IDE v ∃develTool u ∀develTool.WYSIWYGtool
OOL v ProgrammingLanguage
ProceduralLanguage v ProgrammingLanguage
OOL v ¬ProceduralLanguage
Java v OOL
C++ v OOL
Java v ¬C++
OOP ≡ ∃language u ∀language.OOL
WebService v DistributedTechnology
CORBA v DistributedTechnology
WebService v ¬CORBA

Fig. 1. The ontology used as reference in the example

student wishing to learn about Java programming language with the aim of web service
developing on a Unix platform, if specified. She/he has not any knowledge in that field.
ρD = ∃language u ∀language.Java u ∃allowedTechnologies u
∀allowedTechnologies.WebService u ∀OS.Unix
ρBK = >
The repository contains six learning objects related to the Computer Science domain.
R = {λa , λb , λc , λd , λe , λf }.
λa relates to Object Oriented Languages. It is addressed to beginners.
λaD = ∃language u ∀language.OOL
λaBK = >
b
λ relates to Java language programming with the aid of an Integrated Development
Tool. It is addressed to Object Oriented programmers.
λbD = ∃language u ∀language.Java u IDE
λbBK = OOP
c
λ relates to C++ Languages programming. It is addressed to Object Oriented programmers.
λcD = ∃language u ∀language.C++
λcBK = OOP
d
λ relates to the CORBA technology. It is addressed to Object Oriented programmers.
λdD = ∃allowedTechnologies u ∀allowedTechnologies.CORBA
λdBK = OOP

λe relates to Web Services development with the aid of a WYSIWYG tool. It is addressed to Java programmers.
λeD = ∃develToolu∀develTool.WYSIWYGtoolu∃allowedTechnologiesu
∀allowedTechnologies.WebService
λeBK = ∃language u ∀language.Java
f
λ is an introduction to distributed programming for beginners.
λfD = ∃allowedTechnologiesu∀allowedTechnologies.DistributedTechnology
λfBK = >
The first step in order to compute Λ(ρ, R) is to identify the initial UΛ(ρ,R) with respect
to an empty courseware flow Λ(ρ, R) = ∅ (U0 for short). As ρBK = > then
U0 = {λa , λf }
At this initial step ρDuncovered = ρD then:
Hλa = ∃allowedTechnologiesu∀allowedTechnologies.WebServiceu
∀language.Java u ∀OS.Unix
|Hλa | = 5
Hλf = ∃languageu∀allowedTechnologies.WebServiceu∀language.Javau
∀OS.Unix
|Hλf | = 6
Λ(ρ, R), ρDuncovered and BK1 are now respectively:
– Λ(ρ, R) = (λa )
– ρDuncovered = ∃allowedTechnologiesu∀allowedTechnologies.WebServiceu
∀language.Java u ∀OS.Unix
– BK1 = ∃language u ∀language.OOL
With respect to BK1 , the new usable set U1 is:
U1 = {λb , λc , λd , λf }
With respect to U1 we have the following values:
Hλb = ∃allowedTechnologiesu∀allowedTechnologies.WebServiceu
∀OS.Unix
|Hλb | = 4
Hλc =NOT COMPUTED
|Hλc | =NOT COMPUTED
Hλd =NOT COMPUTED
|Hλd | =NOT COMPUTED
Hλf = ∀allowedTechnologies.WebServiceu∀language.Javau∀OS.Unix

|Hλf | = 5
Both Hλc and Hλd are not computed because the information provided by λc and
λ is not compatible with the uncovered one and this situation is not allowed by the
Concept Abduction definition. Respectively, λc offers knowledge on C++ and the user is
looking for Java while λd is about CORBA while the user is looking for WebService.
The updated Λ(ρ, R), ρDuncovered and BK2 are
d

– Λ(ρ, R) = (λa , λb )
– ρDuncovered = ∃allowedTechnologiesu∀allowedTechnologies.WebServiceu
∀OS.Unix
– BK2 = ∃language u ∀language.Java u IDE
For the next step the new usable set is:
U2 = {λc , λd , λe , λf }
Now, with respect to U2 we have :
Hλc =NOT COMPUTED
|Hλc | =NOT COMPUTED
Hλd =NOT COMPUTED
|Hλd | =NOT COMPUTED
Hλe = ∀OS.Unix
|Hλe | = 1
Hλf = ∀allowedTechnologies.WebService u ∀OS.Unix
|Hλf | = 2
Again Hλc and Hλd are not computed, but this time the reason is related to the definition of Concept Covering. In fact the description of both λc and λd is not compatible
with the one belonging to the conjunction of λa and λb .
– Λ(ρ, R) = (λa , λb , λe )
– ρDuncovered = ∀OS.Unix
– BK2 = ∃languageu∀language.JavauIDEu∃allowedTechnologiesu
∀allowedTechnologies.WebService
It is easy to show that, at this point teacher(R, hρD , ρBK i, T ) stops and it returns:
hΛ, Hi = h(λa , λb , λe ), ∀OS.Unixi
The proposed courseware, with respect to the available λi in the repository, for the
request ρ is then (λa , λb , λe ), but ρ is not completely satisfied by the returned Λ because
nothing is specified about the platform that will be used (∀OS.Unix).
A prototype system integrated in the MAMAS framework (http://193.204.59.227:8080/MAMASdevel) has been developed implementing teacher algorithm and exploiting standard

(Semantic) Web technologies. The message exchanging is performed using SOAP messages. The semantic information in the body of such messages is formatted using OWL
as explained is Section 2.

6 Conclusion and Future Work
In this work we proposed a tractable greedy algorithm to perform an automated courseware composition compliant with the standard Semantic Web technologies and exploiting standard and novel non-standard inference services for Description Logics. We presented motivations and examples for the approach.
We showed how a semantic specification, formatted in OWL-DL, of the learning
objects (LOs) can be used both to retrieve from a repository LOs satisfying a user
request and to compose such discovered LOs in a courseware.
The proposed approach also copes with non-exact solution to the courseware composition. That is, if it is not possible to compose, using available LOs, a courseware
which completely satisfies the user request, approximate solutions are proposed endowed with an explanation for the non-exact match.
Currently we are developing ontologies related to different tasks, in order to perform
further experiments on real scenarios. Under development is also the integration of the
implemented prototype with the SCORM specifications.
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